
31 Sanctuary Crescent, Wongaling Beach

Super Stylish !
* Modern and fresh design
* Fully air conditioned with fans
* Fenced 
* Great outdoor patio

Mission Shores is just a couple of streets from the beach and an easy walk
to several restaurants. All the blocks of land in this estate are double size
and back onto or overlook a treed reserve.

This modern home has a fresh design and a really good layout. It's placed
to make the best of the sea breezes but air conditioned with fans for those
warm nights or hot days. 

The lounge area spills out onto a tiled outdoor terrace overlooking the back
yard - perfect for outdoor dining. The kitchen has plenty of storage areas
and bench space and a server window to the terrace.

The main bedroom, ensuite and walk in robe are at the rear of the home
with access onto the terrace area. The other two bedrooms both have built
in robes and share a bathroom with a spa. 

There is a study nook conveniently located down the hall and the laundry
has direct access to the clothes line.

It's fully fenced and pets are approved upon application. 

A double lock up garage completes the picture of this lovely home. 
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Price $390 pw
Property Type rental
Property ID 1727

Agent Details

Sue Conaghty - 0473 195 514 
Krystal Newton - 0459 021 813

Office Details

Tropical Property Sales
Shop 2, 2-4 Stephens Street
Mission Beach QLD 4852 Australia 
07 4088 6880
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Looking forward to showing you around - call us to arrange a time to view.
It's available just before Christmas.

The above information provided has been furnished to us by the vendor/s. We have not verified whether or not that
information is accurate and do not have any belief in one way or the other in its accuracy. We do not accept any
responsibility to any person for its accuracy and do no more than pass it on. All interested parties should make and
rely upon their own inquiries in order to determine whether or not this information is in fact accurate.


